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Faculty evaluation U.N to celebrate anniversary
to be given trial run
By TOM STEARNS
TJ staff writer

k

On the second floor of the
failed with a vote of 11 for, 13
Center for International Studies
against, and two abstentions.
The recommendation ^con- are the cluttered offices of the
Winthrop College Model United
Public faculty evaluations cerned having exams "adNations: Enter at your ->wn risk. ,
will be given a trial run dur- ministered on one of the days
Student coordinator Donna '
ing summer session, senate in which the normal class
Chapa and her able-bodied- if i
announced last week.
would fall."
overworked - staff are busy!
In February, a recommen- The recommendation will
dation was submitted to go back to student life com- preparing for what they hope"
senate to investigate why mittee for futher deliberation. will be the best Model U.N. yet.
Model U.N. X will begin April
professor evaluations were The Action for Food
not made public as they have charter passed its second , 9 and run through April 12. Durbeen several years ago.
ing
that time representatives of
reading.
Phelps Senator Linda Action for Food (Winthrop
more than 60 southeastern high J
Gaetan and the Rules and College students concerned
school and dozens of Winthrop 1
Regulations Committee sent about Hunger) is affiliated College students will take partj
out 100 letters asking pro- with Winthrop's Cooperative
in various arguments, discus-1
fessors if they, would approve Ministries and its objectives, sions, debates, and occasionally!
of the evaluations being as submitted with the
some old-fashioned scream ses-«
publicized.
charter, are to " to inform and
sions about various world issues. Area student represents USSR in Model UN.
There will also be special guest ,
.
educate students or campus
over
Out of 100 letters, 30 per- about world hunger and to
speakers from the United Na- th*
- h e debating "Being on the staff is an excent responded with 25 pro- provide opportunities on camtions in New York, some special ®™selves.
perience," Chapa said. "I have
fessors for the recommenda- pus for people to become in- events, and as Chapa said, "a lot , A I m o s t
°f t h e students enjoyed it, although it has its
tion, four against and the rest volved in current hunger
of good, clean fun."
^ e ^"e c j a s s enjoy it," hectic momentis. There is a sense
undecided.
Chapa said. "I think it's one the of accomplishment when the
issues."
The committee then apmost influential programs a stu- conference rolls around, just
While arranging details at dent can take part in. The knowing you were involved. I
proached Mike Smith, dean of
"We're really gkd the
Winthrop and rushing to mail in- knowledge gained from actually love it. You can never get the
faculty, who made the follow- school is going to recognize us
formation packets to the various experiencing U.N. activities sur- U.N. out of your blood once
ing suggestions: 1) that the offically," said the Rev. Ranhigh schools involved; Chapa passes what you can learn in you've been involved with it."
Rules and Regulations Com- dy McSpadden, Presbyterian
mittee ask psychology pro- campus minister and AFF
took time to talk about this class. Model U.N. provides a bet- "The high school students also
fessors to create the ques- adviser.
year's conference.
ter understanding of national enjoy the conference," Chapa
"For those who are unfamiliar and international affairs and an said. "There are many who take
tions for the actual evaluaThe charter was passed by
tions, 2) that a trial-run of the 22 votes with two votes
with the program," Chapa said, increase in debating skills."
part in the conference in high
evaluations be done in sum- against and one abstention.
"The Model U.N. is a student- "We are especially excited school who come here and work
mer session and 3) that the
run, student-organized Simula- this year because this is the 10th with the program from the other
One vote against the
results be submitted to the charter came from Randy
tion of the real United Nations anniversary at the program, end. In fact, Laura Cude, last
Faculty Council this fall.
in New York City. High school We've added some special ac- year's student coordinator,'took
Firestine, day senator and
and college students come tivities. There will be a special the course in high school and
"It will be exciting to see president pro-tem.
how the results turn out,"
anniversary
com- worked her way up through the
"I don't mind them backing together for a four-day con- 10th
Gaetan said.
realization of world hunger," ference to debate world issues memorative magazine, as well as ranks."
and try to solve conflicts in a some added activites for the
In other business, several said Firestine, "so long as the
r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s and United States is included in non-violent way."
delegates," Chapa said.
"Winthrop's Model U.N. was
charters want before senate their world. So often it isn't."
And have a good time," she
Visitors to this year's con- the first to bring both high
for approval.
added.
ference will be Jose Manuel da school and college students
Charters for Tau Kappa
Recommendation 20-85-86, Epsilon and Campus Baptist
Winthrop students involved Suva Campino, U.N. deputy together,"
Chapa
said
in the program begin by taking political affairs officer, and "Although many high schools
requesting the registration Young Women passed their
office to "submit the exam first and second readings
political science 260, a course Augustin de Fritos, U.N. depu- and colleges offer Model U.N.
schedule to the student body respectively.
taught by Dr. Glenn Thomas, ty press and informations of- programs, from feedback that
with the printed edition of the
The
course examines the history ficer. Campino is making his se- we've had, Winthrop's is one of
The winner of the
schedule bulletin," was pass- Urscheler, Grimes, Gilbert
of the workings of the U.N. Dur- cond appearance at Winthrop. the best. It is certainly one of
ed by vote of 16 to eight with SGA Award of Excellence ing the course, the students are
Among the other student the most renowned Many
two abstentions.
was Linda Gaetan for her con- each assigned a country workers for the U.N. are schools write us about getting
According to Bryan Grant, tribution to SGA this year.
represented m the U.N. and try Secretary General James Dedes similar programs started, and
senate president, registration
to learn as much as possible and Administrative Assistant we have requests from schools
This year's last senate
said the recommendation is a meeting will be April 15 at
about it. They practice debating Jean Kiser. There is also a even in Georgia who wish to
"good idea and is looking in- 7:30 p.m. in Dinkins and arguing from their assigned 12-member secretariat, whose take part in our conference "
to it for the spring (bulletin)." Auditorium and wil be open country's point of view. At the duties include public relations, "We're all looking forward to
Recommendation 21-85-86 to the public
end of the course each student conference operations, con- the conference," Chapa concludis assigned a delegation from a ference leadership, protocal, and e d, "and we hope to make it one
mgn school, who will eventually member nations affairs.
of the best ever."
By KATHY SNEAD
TJ staff writer
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Newsbriefs
Sigma
Tri-Sigs would like to congratulate the 11 new Sigma
sisters on their initiation: Aimee Clark. Sue-Lvnn Price,
Cathy Craig, Lori Land, Kim Wood, Tonya Trammel!, Julie
Stevens, Christine Barrineau, Ashley Nordan, Martha Watts, and our special initiate Donna Titta.

Pi Kappa Alpha
The Brothers of Theta Sigma chapter of the Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity proudly announce their newly initiated
brothers for spring 1986: Matt Barley, Ken Carroll. Barry
Cubbedge, J a ' Dowd, Dean Hall, Reid Hardy, Wrenn
Holland. Bcb Lee, Berry Melton, Terry Petrie. Chris Prater.
Tom Robertson, Lann Waldrop and Orrin Walker.
Congratulations guys!!

The annuals
The Toilers have arrived! You may pick them up at the
publications building. Please bring your receipt or your ID.

Congratulations
The officers of the Political Science Club would like to
congratulate Suzanne Midford as winner of the T-shirt contest.

Greek kidnapping
On April 10, 1986, the Lambda Sigma Chapter of the
Delta Zeta Sorority is sponsoring a Greek Kidnapping from
11 a.m.-2 p.m. in Dinkins. Those participating will be student
organizations, Greeks, Faculty and Staff. The money collected will go to the Rock Hill Home for Battered Women. A
table will be set up at the event for donations. If more information is needed call Debbie at 3413, Monday-Friday 11
a.m.-2 p.m.

Winthrop Day proclaimed
By KATHY SNEAD
TJ staff writer

relations at Winthrop.
Nolan said, "We want to have
people thinking of Winthrop in a
different light."

Art exhibit to open in Rutledge
By JILLIAN COFFIN
TJ staff writer

ticipating students, explained, tings.
"It gives a chance for future ar- "I deal a lot with emotion and
tists to show their work personal experiences," said
The Seventh Annual Win- professionally-a taste of the real Biles.
throp College Senior In- world."
One of his sculptures is of a
vitational Art Exhibit will open Werth is presenting sculp- horse falling and breaking his
Tuesday, April 8, along with an tures for the show.
leg.
opening reception for artists and "The pieces are a series of "The horse is a representative
the public will be from 8-9 p.m. in staffs based on the idea of a stereotype of the way people
the Rutledge Galleries.
staff They are non-utilitarian visualize a horse with a broken
Eleven students will show based on aesthetics," Werth said. leg as being useless," Biles said.
their work for this year's in- Werth used polyester, rosin, One of his paintings entitled
vitational, art professor David wood and silver for her 'Cow Voids' deals with periods of
Freeman explained.
materials.
voids in a person's life.
'We instigated this as an "I try to pull my ideas from "I like to deal with everyday
equivalent to an honors show. primitive forms and modernize things," Biles said.
Showings are by invitation them. I enjoy working in color Allen Blackman is exhibiting
only," Freeman said.
and pattern and I'm having paintings and sculptural furThe students hand in work for great times doing this. The idea niture. The collection of wood
critical help from the faculty.
of the staff has allowed me to furniture will consist of two
' The seniors remain essen- move into other directions," tables, and a desk and chair.
tially responsible for the quality, Werth said.
"The original idea on this
presentation and installation of Russel Biles, another par piece was of a stormy mood and
their own work," Freeman said. ticipating artist, is showing a says something about what I
Karen Werth, one of the par- series of sculptures and pain(Continued on page 3)

A.O.E. to hold election for officers

By A. GISELE CHICK
TJ staff writer

tested appointments were: awards banquet April 16 at 7
Monica Redmond, president: p.m. at Howard Johnson's in
John Johnson, treasurer: Kim Rock Hill. Invitations will be exThe
Winthrop College Robertson, projects chairperson; tended to all A.O.E. cardholders.
Association of Ebonites will hold and Wymond Sattlewhite, Those winning executive board
elections for new officers April parliamentarian.
positions will be installed at this
7-8 in Dinkins Student Union
time.
and in the lobby of East Thom- Other candidates for office
son.
are: Vice President- Judy Varn
According to Monica Red- and
Roddey
Anderson:
On April 4-6 the A.O.E. held a
mond, vice president of A.O.E., Secretary- Sonya Owens and
the election will be open to all Rita Samuels; Program Chair- Gospel Workshop under the
supervision of guest director
A.O.E. cardholders.
person- Toni Hough and Valerie
Griffin
of
Nominations for officers were Roberts; Historian- Sylvia Rosemary
made at a mass meeting held Townshend and LaRosa Jones; Orangeburg. The Clemson
March 31. Several executive Publicity Chairperson- Teresa University Gospel Choir and the
positions were obtained by un- Deakeford and Princess Wilson. Ebonite Gospel Choir performed
contested nomination. Uncon- The Ebonites will hold their in concert on April 6 in Tillman
Auditorium.

Theology professor questions doctrine

April 9, 1987 was proclaimed
Winthrop iJay in a resolution by
WASHINGTON, D.C., (CPS)In reference to Winthrop's A professor of Catholic theology The church's efforts to control ding the struggle between
the state Senate Tuesday.
The resolution was introduced recent bad press concerning the says his church is trying to con- what Curran teaches come on Vatican and local authorities'
the heels of a Vatican proposal control of Catholic institutions is
by Senator John Hayes, D-Rock procurement of goods and ser- trol what he teaches in class.
that would require bishops to an old one.
Hill, and marks Winthrop's 100- vices, Nolan commented, "It's
not indicative of the education, Vatican officials last week told approve all theology teachers
year centennial celebration.
before
can lead classes in
Hayes stated he was proud to which is what we're all here for." the Rev. Charles Curran of Catholicthey
"A number of us (professors)
colleges.
In a similar vein, Rock Hill Catholic University either to
introduce the resolution and
have long argued that we can be
Mayor
Betty
Jo
Rhea
announced
said, "I think overall, good
revise what he says in class Catholic theologians say they Catholic and American at the
things are happening at Win- a resolution last Wednesday about birth control and other have a right to require the same time," he says.
giving
an
early
start
to
Winthrop and good things will consexual ethics or lose his right to
throp's centennial celebrations. teach Catholic theology at the teachers of Catholic theology to In this instance, being
tinue to happen."
"American" means classroom
adhere to church doctrine.
university.
The resolution states Windebate and freedom to dissent,
throp has "diligently and ad- "Winthrop's rich heritage and
he adds.
mirably served the cause of dynamic present," as stated in "This brings up tricky ques- But critics maintain any kind
of church interference in
the resolution, "has achieved
education for 100 years."
tions dealing with the academic
The legislation also em- thrpjaghjfftijihful pursuance of itsfreedom at Catholic univer- classrooms that are supported Theologians at other U.S. Colby public funds amounts to us- leges last week supported Curphasized that "the citizens of educational mission, distinction sities," Curran warns.
ing public money to promote a ran in a statement published in
South Carolina recognize and for itself and for the City of Rock
the Wash in ton Post.
specific religious doctrine.
celebrate the rich heritage and Hill."
"There cannot be judgments
the noble achievements of Win"For many years, enemies of
(about what to teach) made by
Consequently, such in- the Catholic church in the
throp College."
authorities outside of the univerA reception was given by "It is fitting and proper that sity," Curran says. If a school terference could endanger United States have argued that
friends of the college in conjun- the citizens of our community questions a professor's com- federal funding and student aid Catholic colleges and univerction with the resolution to recognize and honor a century of petence to teach, Curran main- to Catholic colleges, as the U.S. sities are not independent
promote good will according to achievement by Winthrop tains "he must be judged by his Constitution mandates separa- academic institutions, but are
tion of church and state.
Tony Nolan, director of public College."
peers and according to due pro- Curran says the church has nothing more than educational
1
arms of the official church," they
ess," not by the church.
scrutinized him since 1979, ad- said.
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Art exhibit —

(Continued from page 2)
the female table deforms the
was feeling at the time. As I got female body," Blackman said.
into the storm clouds it started Exhibiting students are Gary
to get somewhat whimsical, kind Bannister, drawing; Russel
of a nice fantasy piece," Black- Biles, sculpture and painting;
111411
Allen Blackman, painting and
The two tables deal with a sculpture; Donna Capps,
sexual theme.
photography; John P. Ferguson
"The male table dominating III, painting; Holly Healy,
—

*

Tatler annual arrives

photography; Mary Anna Rich- By KAREN PARKER
work on a college yearbook,
bourg, glass; Brooke Stillwell, TJ staff writer
"So many students think it's
painting; Faith Stires, clay;
hard in college to get on the
Karen Werth, sculpture and
Patty Toepke, Margaret Pat- staff. They're afraid they're not
Randall Wilhelm, drawing.
teson and the Tatler staff good enough. The truth is that
proudly started handing out the you don't need a lot of experienRutledge Gallery hours are 9 annual last week.
ce," said Toepke.
a.m.-4:30 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 Creditors Toepke and Patpjn. Sundays.
teson were chosen for the "Some other problems that
positions last April. In August, cropped up were faculty picthey started to
work. The staff tures getting mixed up with

Honor society initiates new members

n ni.o.o n nnnm. r
By CBalS P. ROWELL
TJ staff writer

„
,
. . Dottie Graham, helped with jobs done on time," noted PatMary V. Stine, a junior major- Rock Hill, is the last of the deciding which pictures and cap- teson.
ing in financial management, is spring '86 initiates. Fralick tions were appropriate to put in The annuals are being handed
among the candidates for initia- received a master's degree in the annual. The editors each out at the Publications building,
The Winthrop College tion. Stone is from Darlington guidance and community s p e nt an average of 20 hours a which is located next to Dinkins
Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi will and is the daughter of Mr. and counseling December of '85. He week on the annual. One of the Student Union. A student ID.
hold its spring initiation Mrs. Windol H. Stone.
is the son of Olin and Bette problems they faced was that and receipt are necessary to pick
ceremony Sunday, April 13 at Wanda Renee Deal, a junior Fralick of Walterboro, and is students don't think they can up the annual.
3:15
p.m.,
in
Dinkins from Lockhart, is to be initiated, married to Peggy H. Fralick.
Auditorium.
Deal is majoring in elementary
,
, .
,
,
,
„

education, and is the daughter of

«s?

Student membership is S t u d e n t s tTV tO eitlbaiTaSS c h a n c e l l o r

hmited
According to Chapter Presi-Judy F. Deal.
to graduate students,
dent E*. Joe Zdenek, the Na- A
. Kay Neelv a senior S
SANTA BARBARA, CA. be bullied, Watson says.
tional Honor Society of Phi Kap- b u * n f s s administration maTor C
<CPS>-About 2,000 U-Cal at San- The student officers reply the
pa Phi recognizes graduate and . . , initiated Neelv is from fiv*. nprcont of their
ta Barbara students have signed chancellor tries to get his way

" J" 40

^ Hi

"TH

superior acaaemic acnievement, R]- h„_J U. j . XT..IV
<,+« school s chancellor.
with him by creating a student
regardless of major.
As a result. The Associated government of his own choosing
Janice Hudgon
& students ^
limited ^ the
top
The Winthrop chapter was graduate stuuont, is to be in- 10 percent, but must have taken Students Legl . sla A tlv ® C ° u " c l 1 a n d simply holding his own camearly
founded in 1964, and currently itiated. Janiec is from Spartan- at least 30 semester hours and
whether pus elections when legitimate
hosts 58 student members, and burg and is a candidate to maintained a 4.0 grade point
F u ,,
**ut" v o t e s displease him.
Cred
y 4034684
58 faculty, staff, and honorary receive a master's degree in ratio. Credits acquired from J*, e s t u®d , n t s
„ ,
. .
members. Five new members music education.
other institutions may be taken ^ ° 5
® - .. . . . .
®tU'tents maintain Huttenare to be initiated at the upcom- Robert Olin Fralick. a into consideration for member- T h e motion, which students back subverted student govering ceremony.
master's degree recipient from ship approval.
sajr probably will pass, will have nment by scheming to get his
no binding authority. It s merely way on a campus busing issue,
a statement of student feelings.
Huttenback effectively overfT*
W
W
1
•
•
1
"We got student signatures to turned the results of an April,

ttiqn school senior wins dword

sh w

?

n o t a s t u d e nt

®utdent m°vement.i98?« «****> v°y

government ver- paying a fee for unlimited bus
sus administration conflict, service in and around campus by
By JILLIAN COFFIN
other recipients are selected on students and the Clemson Those are all too common," staging a highly unusual polling
TJ staff writer
the basis of academic excellence. Career Workshop for Minority student officer Todd Smith con- on the issue at registration last
Mollie Bethea, director of Students. She was also named a
tends.
fall.
A Marion High School senior financial aid, explained, "The National Merit finalist, Wofford "The reason behind this
was selected as the first criteria for this award is a Scholar, Columbia College movement is not one particular T ,
chancellor used the
recipient of the Lois Rhame minimum score of 1150 on the Scholar, and the National High thing. It's his style," complains p._.,ix f .. f ,,
West Scholar at Winthrop SAT or to be ranked among the School Institute Scholar.
Rich Laine another council -u-.i,- „ nft „ K / w
College.
top 10 of their class and a Score
member.
2SS3L°ftJL
£f
at least 1050 on the SAT. The
The petition is just the latest
. j i *™ t!°iinX
Sheri V. Gerald, the daughter gift includes the total cost of the Gerald has also been involved in a series of insults traded bet,
,
of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Gerald, colleee."
in extracurricular activities, ween the administration and the . . \ s °. n s a ? s
, "
received the award at the Winsuch as The National Honor campus student government.
ministration made a procedural
throp Weekend held in
Society, Annual staff, Spanish "He runs the school like a m i s t a k e b ? a l o ™ g the student
February. The Lois Rhame Gerald has received other Club, Science Club, A.S.C. business, but does not deal with 8 c ^® r " m e n t t 0 1 3 ^ UP t f l e l s s u e
West Scholarship program in- honors including attendance at Junior Association of Science the consumer-students," Laine i n e i r S P a c e eludes a gift of $125,000 to be the Academic Governor's School and her high school band.
says.
made over a four-year period, at the College of Charleston, the "Sheri
was
selected The administration, in turn, "I think (student officers) are
The program was established by University of South Carolina's unanimously by the board. She says the student politicians are very embarrassed (by subthe West foundation. Gerald and summer program for minority is very impressive," Bethea said, attacking Huttenback only to sequent student support of the
try to recoup credibility lost to bus fee)," Watson speculates.
| allegations of scandal and "They feel they have to posture
-m
-m
I failures to read student at- themselves to restore faith on
f -r&T f t n p f t f w
I titudes accurately.
part of their constituency."
• v l f W O
(/
I Smith maintains students'ire Moreover, Watson says the
|
• began last spring when someone student government is still
By A. GISELE CHICK
Library Week is being promoted exhibit of selected items from o v e r h e a r d Huttenba<*f'*ay he smarting from allegations made
TJ staff writer
nationally by Chrysler Chair- the works of Southern writer etl
down a student last fall that some officers
man Lee Iacocca, Miami William Styrom. The Styrom P tion for divesting school mishandled student funds.
Governor Dick Riley has Dolphins quarterback Dan collection is on loan from Duke * u n d s i n South Africa.
But the officers charge Hutproclaimed April 6-12 as Marino and world-class boxer University.
"The context of the situation tenback, unwilling to abide any
National Library Week in South Sugar Ray Leonard.
has been forgotten," asserts political defeat by students, has
Carolina.
Betsy Watson, the campus's created his own rump student
Laurel Hicks, coordinator for director of public relations.
government by reactivating a
,
the Humanities Resource Cen- Students had forced their way student advisory council, made
The theme for this years During National Library ter for the state of South into Huttenback's office, and up of about 10 students hancelebration is Get a Head Start Week, Winthrop's Ida Jane Carolina, is in charge of the demanded he sign the petition, dpicked by the chancellor and
at the Library. National Dacus Library will feature an exhibit.
Huttenback replied he would not the school's deans.

OPINION
Banquet overlooks majority
By MARK WOOD
TJ news editor

that will be moved from McBryde Hall to the DunlapRoddey Room.
Smith contends that the
condensed banquet will be
"more intimate and... a nicer
banquet." Smith said that the
idea is to change from a
"mammoth affair" and to
move away from a banquet
that is a "little bit more than a
three-ring circus," Smith said.

Letters to the editor

Racial harmony

shown voicing their opinions in Saturday night, or should I s£
your "Sound Off' segment. Why early Sunday morning, was i
is that?
Dear Editor,
change a typical weekend into
The guest list for this
I am not placing the blame en- nightmare come true.
I'm writing in reference to the
year's academic banquet will
editorial listed in the March 3rd tirely on you and your staff, I was asleep in bed when
be reduced
from apedition of The Johnsonian en- Miss Buie; the seeds were plan- ringing phone became my alari
proximately 400-500 to
titled
"Racial
Harmony ted here long before you even clock. I heard my mother's voic
around 25 according to Mike
took position. You just allowed on the other end of the phon
Needed."
Smith, vice president of
I agree with the title of the the seeds to sprout as they saying, "I'm sorry to wake yoi
academics and dean of
faculty.
editorial totally, because racial always have.
but I have some bad news." Sh
harmony is needed throughout Not only does The Johnsonian continued by saying Kevin Kir
In the past, the academic
under-represent
minorities-look
the world. Nevertheless, I don't
banquet has incorporated
sy was killed at 1:30 that moi
see how you can justify condem- at The Taller, Winthrop's anstudents winning special
With a reduction in studen- ning someone else's actions of nual. Open it up and one would ning. I just hung up the phone.
awards, individual scholar- ts attending, the atmosphere
Kevin was a neighbor of mine
racism when The Johnsonian is a assume that approximately fifty He was 18 years old, and jus
ship recipients, and dean's list is sure to be more restrained
minorities
attend
Winthrop.
part of the problem here at Winand president's list students. and quiet, but many students
about to graduate from Irmc
throp. The overt actions of the Where are the photographers High School in June.
However, when one goes who have worked so hard for
during
minority
sponsored
funperson(s) in February were infrom 400 plus to 25, a huge so long will suddenly become
Let me explain better. I havt
majority is lost in the tran- an ignored mass whose effor- deed results of prejudice at- ctions and events?
played the role of big brother tc
It's
not
a
matter
of
not
titudes, but not covering
sition. And whereas the ts in academics surely enhana large group of neighborhood
minority events and persons the knowing. I would think that it's kids for about seven years, sc
dean's list may not be as im- ce the image of the entire
these
publications'
duties
to
go
same as other events and perportant as the Winthrop college.
Kevin was one of my little
sons are covered is also bigotry out, gather, and cover all events brothers. I've watched him grow
Leadership Award, but both
These students give a lot of
affiliated
with
Winthrop.
without a doubt.
awards do demonstrate a their time and effort to Winfrom a little boy to a young man.
After all, Winthrop is an in- Kevin was like any other boy
Even though the actions are
sense of achievement on the throp College to upgrade the
different, they are derived from terracial institution Or is it?
part of the students receiving image of the institution. Is :•
his age, or even college age, that
those honors.
the same ethnocentric attitude,
liked to drink a beer when he
asking too much for them to
Adriane Adams
This year, only a select few be recognized for their effor- and the effect is the same.
was away from home. This time,
Senior
You indicated in your editorial
will be present at a banquet ts?
what seemed to be the greatest
the ways in which The Johnnight of his life was to be his last.
sonian has shown its concern
Kevin and two other boys got inand support for minorities at
to a car and drove on Highway 6
Winthrop. Why didn't you Dear Editor,
in Columbia where their car left
By LISA BUIE
specify
that
even
though
you
woman just might be leading a
I'm not totally sure where the the road killing my little brother
TJ editor
have
covered
distinguished
ingroup.
motivation comes from to write and hospitalizing the other two
Stereotypes also work in dividuals such as Lerone Ben- this letter, but I recently ex- boys. (All of them were
Dear Sir or Madam:
nett
and
Yolanda
King,
one
had
reverse. The same person who
perienced something I would drinking.) The other boys are
Stereotypes exist in all forms. writes to an executive as "sir" is to search to find such coverage? like to share with your readers, going to be okay.
They can be seen in the em- just as guilty as someone who There were even times when my friends.
Now to my point of the letter.
ployer who assumes a black ap- addresses a letter to a nurse as coverage was bestowed only af- The 21st of March started a Now that Kevin is gone, I find
plicant is interested in an open "Ms." when the job also em- ter questions and criticism typical weekend for most. I fell myself wanting to tell him so
custodial job rather than the ploys men.
aroused. And, in my four years into my regular routine of plan- many things. I would give
recently vacated management Sir or Madam (notice that / here at Winthrop, I can count on ning a better than average supanything to kick the soccer ball
position. They also exist in don't discriminate) I'm tired of my fingers and toes the number per for Patti and me. Saturday again with him, or tell him a joke
people who think immigrants being referred to as "sir." I was of times minorities have been was yet another typical day, but
(Continued on page 5)
are stupid because they don't born female, and it is blatantly
speak English.
chauvinistic for you to call me
L/0/2j?/&y
/<
They are also painfully ob- "sir."
yfous in letters with the word Are the words "Dear Sir or
"sir" used in salutations.
Madam" too difficult to write or
For example, why do letters does it bother you to admit that
addressed to the executive say women are leaders? "To whom it
"Dear Sir"? Do you simply may concern" you may think too
assume that the top position impersonal to use in a salutation,
always belongs to a man? Just but impersonality is much less
because it is a top position does offensive than prejudice and
not mean that.it is a man's job ignorance.
and it shows extreme prejudice
and narrow mindedness on your
Sincerely,
part for not thinking that a
A female executive

'Dear sir' stereotypical

'Goodbye"

i

related
to th

edit0r

.®
must be signed by the author. The
author s name will not be omitted unless we feel retribution
will result. Letters will be limited to 200 words.
inclfspaceSlineJd ^

* P 0 8 5 * 1 6 ' d o u b l e s P a <*d, on a 60-

Letters should be submitted to Box 6800 or brought to TJ
? ° ° d B u i , d i n g u L e t t e r s m u s t ^ received by 5p.m.
^^jj^sdayjojappearin the following week's issue.
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Letters to the editor —
:°"ZZL

whom I nataed who ser,ugh Attendance policyseveral
ve on Academic Council. A day

only he could make. It was so
or two later I happened to run
h»d walking up to his casket Dear Editor:
into him and he said that he had
where he lay motionless and
On March 6 the Faculty Con- talked to some other persons,
realiang how final everything ference voted down an although apparently he had not
was I looked down at him and Academic Council recommen- approached those I thought
c e d . I reached over and put my dation to change Winthrop's at- would be especially helpful in
tend on his chest and said, tendance policy. The policy ob- producing a balanced, inforTake care kid. I love you." I vioUsly is of interest tp students, mative story.
hope he heard me. I've said to The faculty have wrestled with
myself a thousand times at least, it off and on for years. I suspect The result of his efforts,
If I could have been there, this that many of us think the published in the March 31 Jotutwould not have heppened." Well, existing policy needs to be mmim,
a disappointment Mr.
I don t want to let it happen to changed, but we differ widely on Jenkinsiscould
performed a
another friend.
what th^se changes should be. useful service have
to the Winthrop
For all of you out there that The question may well come community by examining
an imdnnk and party late night, be before the faculty again next portant and by no means simple
you a friend of mine or not, you year. In short, the attendance issue
in a thoughtful and conare somebody's friend. Please policy is an ideal subject for a structive
However, instead
keep what I've said in mind. We w e l l - r e s e a r c h e d a r t i c l e of a news way.
or an analytical
are all excited about the summer examining the issues and piece, he article
chose to write an
coming up, but let's live to enjoy problems from various points of editorial distinguished
more by
it. Believe me, the hardest thing view. Therefore when Allan heat than light. I don't mind at
you can ever do in a lifetime is fJenkins
asked
to
interview
me
all being criticized in print for
tell a friend goodbye while he o r a story on the subject, I was my views (although I would
lay in a casket.
happy to talk with him.
prefer that they be presented
I hope that there will be room
more accurately) but on a subin the paper for my letter and a I was one of a number of ject of such wicls interest to both
piece I m borrowing from Dear faculty who spoke on the subject students and faculty I had hoped
{&!&!*&
P'easeGod.rm a t Faculty Conference, and I that a responsible journalist
Only 17. Id like to dedicate this gave Mr. Jenkins what mfor- would want to get the opinions
letter in Kevins memory and mation I could about the of more than one faculty memthat we all may live a good, safe, background to the Conference ber and to discuss the subject
long life.
again. However, I encouraged objectively.
.
him to talk to other faculty
w...
With my deepest sincerity,
members with other information
William J. Blough
JimboCutsos
and points of view, especially Professor of Political Science

All talk and no guts
By ALLAN C. JENKINS
TJ contributing editor

d
ter a
The m0St ironic
if/htjXwarnors
a^inbe"would
alearn
r u n da these
thing about
J these
"Let's rub 'em out

iS
It cannot be, I am sure that in questSn brfoie IhlyXedTo
T Z T h ^
^ S ° f*W
w e n aCtive
the whole campus is made up of big'aboutgrabbing^thdr^ ° S f i S j S ? ^
warmongers, but sometimes it
muiiaryatty.
M.
seems as if it may be the case
Concerning Nicaragua, there
I served in the U.S. Naval InTwo weeks ago, within days ti sh eoverwhelming evidence that diligence for over four years,
of each other, forces of the c C€government there is the during the first U.S./Libyan enLibyan government engaged h°' °* the people, that our counter in 1981, the Lebanon
forces of the U.S. in the Gulf of support of the counter- experiment in '83, and, of course,
Sidra, during provocative US 'evolutionary terrorists is during the attack on Grenadamaneuvers therein, while de eply resented by the average during those four years, I never
Nicaraguan troops entered Nic .araguan citizen. That heard a sailor or officer say
Honduras in an attempt to nat 'onal pride, combined with anything so thoughtless as
eradicate counter-revolutionary t h e high degree of combat ex- Let s go in and tear'em up."
guerrillas there.
perience the Sandanista army
Instead, my comrades and I
Consequently, all during that enjoys, would make invasion of fsoberly reflected on the chances
week, Winthrop students could that nation a very risky venture. or a diplomatic settlement of
C S f r
t h a t an
be heard saying, "I think we It would make invasion of
n j' °
y

Nicaragua and get rid of the aggression against the United of fate of""the l ™ 7
S

the ^ e n ^ l h e " * ^
olivet.
, , Don't tell our local warmonger The fool standing up to say
A
t
I don t see any of these tough that, because, he/she believes "Let's go get'em" would likely
talking would-be soldiers that would be an easy thing to have gone overboard durine the
making tracks for the armed "mop up" Nicaragua, and that, night.
forces recruiting offices; they besides, he/she would be in the There will be more world
were either headed for class or a "moral right."
-crises. I would hope the next
cold one at the Money.
Concerning Libya, the local time one occurs, you warr
en 1
r ° '
asked around, did soldier-boy thinks we (we?) could mongers out there will stop and
nd too many of these heroes clean up Libya's act in a week or consider before you rashly rant
were planning to enter the ser- two, in dead opposition to the on about "killing Commies." If
vices after graduation.
fact that U.S. forces have had no you're going to join up, do so and
AIJ talk and no guts is a desert combat experience in take your chances in the lottery,
dangerous thing.
over forty years.
If not, shut up.
" « s T i n g t ^ U

Department tries
to solve problems
Editor's note; This article is munications department was
u»e second part of a two-part trying to fill.
"We have held interviews
By PATTI BOARD
and two candidates have acTJ staff writer
cepted the positions. One
position is in radio and
Rosso said Winthrop works television and the other
through a system of advising. Position is in the journalism
The advisors give him a list of
They will start in the
students who need certain ^ semester," said Rosso.
classes to graduate. He then
110890
them
°Pen f0r
" H t h a t the ™Port n t thin
to
f
* the
"member
is
that he and
rest

I t s ?

student ,
nrnhknt
P
«jjy.

°r

.

faculty in

of the

the communications
*
department are aware of the
. .
problem and are working
important and towards their modifications
our
JLl ; T
"We have our constraints, but
hesa,d
^
' * student's complaints never
•, .. g r e a t l d " g0 unanswered. Students are
visers by necessity.
the college," he said.
Rosso said that the
maximum number of students
„
allowed in a class depends on . derail, there has been an
the type of course. Most oral , B c r ease in GPR of comclasses are limited to 25 munications majors. "The
students and the journalism s t udents are always indasses and radio/television terested in better things,"
classes are limited to 18 341 ^ OMO - The program has
students. "We tried to stay been increased from a 27-hour
near 20 students per class m *^ or to * 33-hour major to
this semester, but feature upgrade the experience the
writing and news editing s t u d .ent
has.
"Comclasses went over that," he munications majors are an
M
R P r t i v O OTAirn
mvA
assertive
group and
that's
said.
good. That goes to show that
Even
though
*°°" they are using what they are
being taught in class. We
a

SSSSS a w w

tunately
he
thinks
overloading affects the
professor's teaching style.
Rosso said that he was
Asked about overloading's looking for "a big turneffects on the students' around" in the department
education, he said, "Within next semester. There will be
limits, I guess it does affect two sections of feature
the education received. I writing and two sections of
don't think 20 students has news editing offered (as comthat much of a negative ef- pared to one section of each
feet, but it does distract when that is being offered now) and
it gets much over that. I an additional course in
never allow overloading television will be offered,
unless it's an exception."
"We are not going to see
"There are about 365 such a large request of getmajors in the department. We ting in classes with the new
have experienced tremen- faculty. We are also trying to
dous growth with an inverse offer more for the majors and
relationship with the college's less service for the nonfunding. Most departments majors. We hire for the
haven't experienced this kind majors and not for the serof growth. There's been a vice," he said.
problem in the past with the
The summer program has
large-number -of majapmmd also been modified. Adlimited faculty, but hopefully ditional courses have been
we'll see a leveling off of added for majors. Rosso said,
majors with the additions we "Fall 1986's schedule is the
are making," said Rosso.
best schedule we've been able
The interview with Rosso to offer our majors since I've
was interrupted by a phone been here in terms of the
call concerned with checking number of sections offered,
a reference for a candidate I'm encouraged about the fall
who was seeking one of two semester, and I'm looking
positions Winthrop's com- forward to preregistration."

Eagle Update
Sports Information

Eagles sport six regulars with better than .300
averages

BASEBALL
Malseed becomes career home run leader
Winthrop Centerfielder Jimmy Malseed hit
his 22nd career home run last week in a 6-3
victory over West Virginia State. It was his
thud round tripper of the season. The solo
home run made him the all-time career home
run leader at Winthrop College. Phil Blankstein. who complimented his eligibility last
year, was the previous leader in that department with 21. Malseed is a junior from Columbia, S.C.
Hummel ties record
Drew Hummel tied the school record for
total bases in a game last week in a 12-2 win
over West Virginia. The junior first baseman
had a home run, a triple, and a pair of singles
for nine total bases. The nine total bases tied
the mark set earlier in the season by
rightfielder Jeff Dodig. Hummel, who is in his
first season with Winthrop, is from Auburn.
Eagles continue to lead East Division

Winthrop has six players with batting
averages of more than .300. Karen Nicholson
leads the group at .473, with veterans Diane
Sisley and Trudy Taylor following closely
behind. Newcomers Laura Blackmore and
Sandy Donahue and veteran catcher Monica
McFadden complete the group. As a team
Winthrop is batting .324 through the first 18
games of the season.
Winthrop ranked 15th in nation
Winthrop is ranked loth in the nation this
week in the NCAA Division II women's fast
pitch Softball poll. The Eagles were rated 20th
in the first poll of the season. They are currently 15-3 on the year. Cal. St.-Northridge is
rated first with Sam Houston State second.
Akron, Cal-Poly, and Stephen F. Austin complete the top five in this week's poll. Head
Coach Frankie Griffin said, "I feel like the
rating is representative of what we have done
so far. I hope that if we continue to improve
as we have in the past few weeks and continue
to win that we can be rewarded by being ranked even higher in the polls."

Winthrop continues to be the leader in the
Big South Conference East Division. Horace
Turbeville's club is 3-0 on the season in division play. UNC-Asheville is second at 44.
They are one and a half games behind Winthrop. Campbell is 1-1 in the divisional play
and also are one and a half games off the pace.
Radford is in the division cellar. They are 0-3
and 3 games back at this point in the season.

Pitching staff improving with each game
Winthrop was facing a tough situation
when the 1986 season began because of the
departure of Paige Nichols, who had been the
team s top pitcher for the past four seasons.
However. Michelle Miruski and Laura
Blackmore have proved that they are capable
of pitching well. Miruski, a sophomore from
Oklahoma City, Ok., has been in ten games
with nine starts and four complete games.
Dodig leads conference in hitting
Blackmore, a freshman from Dade City, Fla.,
has
been in eleven games with eight starts
Junior Rightfielder Jeff Dodig is the top hitter in the Big South Conference. He is hitting and four complete games. Griffin said, "At the
484 through the first 19 games of the season. beginning of the season I was very much conHe has 31 hits, including a pair of triples and cerned about our pitching situation, but
two home runs, and has scored 25 runs. He has Miruski and Blackmore have certainly done
driven in 16 runs and accumulated 47 total the job for us thus far." He added, "They have
bases for a slugging percentage of .734. He has improved with each game, and I feel very
struck out only six times thus far. In addition good about our situation on the mound right
now." Miruski was a starter a year ago for
he has stolen 17 of 18 bases on the campaign.
Winthrop, while Blackmore is in her first
season with the garnet and gold. Miruski has
Hetrick Off to an impressive start
three shutouts to date, while Blackmore has
one.
Junior left hander Mark Hetrick is off to a
I great start in 1986. Through the first 19
games he has a record of 4^). He has been in Eagles win three games in Winthrop
invitational
six games with four starts, and he has one
Winthrop completed the second annual
complete game to his credit. He has been on
the mound for 26 and 2/3 frames thus far and Winthrop Invitational with three wins and no
sports an impressive ERA of 2.02. He has losses. The Eagles topped UNC-Asheville
allowed only two extra base hits thus far. 12-0, nipped Campbell 3-1 in 10 innings, and
Hetrick is from Beaufort, S.C.
downed Columbus 4-3. The three wins improved Winthrop to 15-3 on the year.
SOFTBALL
Pitchers sport impressive credentials
The Winthrop pitching staff has an impressive ERA of 1.31 through the first 18
games. Michelle Miruski, who is 7-1, has an
ERA of 1.13. As s staff Winthrop has allowed
only 22 earned runs in 117 •"winy

Banner winning season possible
If Winthrop continues to win at their present rate, they could surpass the all-time
record for wins in a season. They are 153 at
present with a possibility of 24 games remaining in the year. If they win 20 of their last 24
outings, which is their present rate of success,
they would finish with a mark of 35-7. The
record for the most number of wins in a season
is 33, which Winthrop accomplished in 1984
aadlfcjS.

Baseball team on a wi
streak after two losses

By ERIC FEARN
TJ sports writer

curve really well also. Waine
{ikes to hunt and fish. He is majoring in physical education.
The Winthrop baseball team
As a result of the 4 years he
is on a streak. After opening the has spent here at Winthrop,
season with two losses, Win- Waine is among the career
throp is now riding the crest of leaders in pitching at Winthrop.
a 10-game win streak. After Sun- With his six appearances this
day's doubleheader sweep of year, Shipman moves into sixth
conference opponent P.adford, P'ace on the career leaders list
Winthrop now stands at 21-4 i n appearances with 33. He
overall and 6-1 in the Big South started all 6 of those apConference. The winning pitcher pearances so he moves into first
in the first game of Sunday's P'ace on the Game Sta-ted list
doubleheader was Waine Ship- with 29 games started in his
man. Shipman is one of only 3 career. With his complete game
seniors on the baseball team, win over Radford, Shipman moves
and he's the only senior among into a tie for 3rd with Jamie Holt
the pitching corps. Last season (1980-82) on the Complete Game
Waine was second on the team , i s t with 9 career complete
in wins with a 9-2 record. He had games. With his 362/a innings
an earned run average of 3.62. pitched this year, Shipmoves moves
He recorded 5 complete games i n t o second place on the Innings
in 11 starts and led the staff in Pitched list with a total of 200.8
strikeouts with 50. He pitched W i t h his 30 strikeouts, he
87 innings and allowed only 5 moves into 5th place on the
home runs while facing 377 bat- alltime strikeout list with 128
ters. Last year, he led the team whiffs to his credit. With his 3
in shutouts (3) and had the se- wins this year, Shipman has movcond best walk-to-strike-out e d into a tie for first on the
rat
i°alltime win list with Bob Steer
However, this year Shipman has (1980-81) at 20 wins each. He's
had a bit of a slow start. Not too tied for 2nd with Holt and Budlong ago Shipman stood 1-2, d y Thompson (1980-81) in
already equaling his loss total of shutouts with 4.
a year ago. He had not pitched
11 i s f e a s i b l e
andTs^FRA^0 0r I
that Shipman will
ooints hipRpr^ t E ? ^
™ he the Winthrop career leader in
Pltched
But now Shipman seareto
teoom-'
- W i n s , and
ine out of hi® dnr™ u u
Shutouts as well as Games
W
Hth of his L t
r
°!l S t a r t e d b y t h « end of the season.
S h i p m a n W3S 03016(1
^ not stinds at ^
^
the ^
seaSon He h a A t f r t L
AHNAIA Area 7, All-NAIA
District 6 a d
thiVvea^andnS5S
- " AH Big South. As
36 vfTnnin^
^
? f W a i n e ' s statistics show, he can
get
aeainst Radfnrrf tri K- ™°#
J°h done. He now seems
t T ; L a i i n t g n , mp 3r e°s sfi 0v re 10 1)6 through the slump and
o w ^ r t ™
back to pitching up to his
upa t o t T l ^ o i ^
capacities. It's happening at a
year.
earned runs this g 0 0 d time, because the Eagles
a r e ust
ShiDman is in his
J eir getting
into the heart
fe schedule
Wi of

.STKrtSJTnSS
f!! r r?home games
' re-"190 Dound riffhthanH^ • t
p

has
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Sports trivia
By L A DEDES
(Sports Editor's Note: Can you
answer these? Answers appear
« next week's edition. If you
w u « yoa know the answers,
wop them lor the TJ office.
Tuesday at 5. Til publish
your answers, a can't wait)
What do baseball players
^ *h«hand on which they
PO NOT wear a glove? a love
the answer to this one!)

» baseball
• w w i what does "K"

stand for?
In which state was the first
game of baseball, as we know
it played? Was it New York,
New Jersey, or California?
True or False? The New
York Mets have always
played in Shea Stadium.
Which baseball manager
once said. "Nice guys finish
last"
Whieb
AMERICAN
LMCM baseball stadium has

WhssBSw
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Seniors'careers come to close part II
(Sports editor s note: This is the J™ s l ™ o t r i would become On the prospect of continued to here at Winthrop. "Yes, I and a few passes inside I wor\
last HI a two-part series on the more of a n offensive player. He participation in basketball, have. Coming into this year, I hard unde? the basket'" AHen
graduating seniors of the Win- P° ,nt ® d out that sometimes Jerome said, "I'm pretty much wanted to lead the Big South said that the Johnson C Smith
P
tca m J
Peop e ,nd to eve,rlo<4 the lit- ready to Just get on with my life; Conference in reboundfng " He ^ m e this year in the^ WBTV
„ _m„„
tie things you do. To an alert just participate in a summer or had other goals, as well. "I knew Classic is his most PYfitin<r
N
Tl™w
f
h S a s p y f v a g P 2 d TiSl 15 Wi , nte n ' f g U ee sn°t hmue wa hs e ri ce - bVm Isonly
needed 40 blocked shots to moment. "At that game we had
TJ sports writer
s c L wUhoutTh^ ™J
"f ? .
•
.
* J * ™}, e t t h e r<*ord. This was another a big emotional crowd, and the
aSS
C 0ntlni ,n
,n
»* jr.
. c.o„
h r dSa a l Sl n i ts c i w o u | u
! f
basketball, personal goal that I had." Allen people were into the game. They
Ipmm
T
Jerome McKiver is 6 2 tall
^ e °f
d never Jeromes favorite hobbies are had an excellent year. He was were really cheering us on
and weighs 175 pounds. He is have been possible.
watching cartoons, listening to named all conference, he led the Johnson C. Smith brought down
S m From R ° n
nketof
music, and spinning records as a Big South Conference in a lot of fans and the game was up
team. From BennettsviIIe. S.C..
disc jockey. He also enjoys rebounding with an average of and down. It was one of the most
he alternates point guard de. £ ° former this concept, good driving different types of cars. 10 per game, he led the con- exciting games I've ever played
position with Junior Ted Houpt. '®nse creates offensive oppor- Jerome likes the Dallas ference in field goal percentage in "
times a t am s
Since coming to Winthrop four
^
f ' £ o w b T 3 n d ^ P h i l a d e l P h i a (-620)- and he is Winthrop's all- Upon graduating from Wina
beC me
mo/pnff 0 '. J T 6
°
This fc Jerome's S r r ie" 50 60 ' Dl V1S101J e T1 rne° mxe1« S e a r , s jUoin
™P t 0 U m e l e a d i n g s h o t b l o c k e r w i t h t h r o P- Allen said he would miss
more of a student.
' l Z
°'
,
? f, y
K g to 103 career rejections.
interacting with the players on
h
He has learned to take his jy p • ™his is his strong suit, take a lot of heart." He will be
' team and- the students. He
the
grades seriously because "to be
, i s o n e o f the defensive graduating in May with a degree
said he's also miss basketball.
ca
on
eligible, you've got to make the ta'ysts
the team. Players in communications.
Allen was really impressed 4 " e n h a s t w o brothers and four
d o lhe
grades. I think I've matured a
. " , i t t l e things" on a
with the Winthrop Coliseum s 'sters, and he is the youngest,
t e a m a r e v ta t o a
lot, on and off the court. College c e s s
' *
team's sucupon visiting Winthrop. He also W h e n h e w a s young Allen loved
has taught me a lot about
" D^ense starts out front
with
,,,
,
.
.
found
Winthrop has a good t o P' a ^ b a s k e t ball. "I had a goal
4
making my own decisions."
the guard play.
1311
Jerome s
exciting
and
w
e
i
^
l
i
w
™
"
!?
w
communications
department, i n . t J i e b a c k y. ard a n d I had a net
Upon coming to Winthrop to
'
most
g
g s 180 pounds. He is a that being his major. These two w , th r e d, white, and blue strings
play college basketball, Jerome
-J
o n n J-J s j,oot every day after
had to improve his ball-handling
school." Allen likes to go out to
skills and sharpen his decision
clubs and dance, and he enjoys
making on the court.
social activities. He also likes to
Jerome is an integral part of
travel.
Winthrop's two-guard system
Allen would like to become a
because he receives the plays
camera man in the sports broadfrom the bench. He usually calls
casting world. I asked him if he'd
the signals and sets up the ofbe interested in doing play-byfense. Jerome's only real disapplay broadcasts for basketball
pointment this year was Wingames. "I like to watch the game
throp's loss to Pfeiffer in the
too much. If I started play-byfinals of the WBTV Classic. Winplay I might not be telling the
throp was nipped by two points
people what's going on. I could
in that game, 66-68. The major
get so much into the game and
factor which prompted Jerome
they'd be wanting to know
to sign with Winthrop was a
what's happening..." Allen said
Winthrop game he observed.
he wants to take many different
"i came here to Winthrop and
abilities into
the
comsaw how the people got into the
munications field. "I want to
games. They were playing in
broaden the spectrum wider
Sullivan Gym then, in '82-83. It
with the things I can do with
was just a nice feeling. I said
communications."
'College Ball' and the pep band
Allen is a Los Angeles Lakers
was roaring..."
fan in basketball and he pulls for
"I came to the campus and I
the Washington Redskins in
liked the facilities. You were so
football. Allen had this to say
MCKIVer J n B0Wman A,,en Washingl0n and Fred McKinn
fr^e to do things." These were
about Winthrop's move to
Jerome's initial impressions
Division I: "I think it's going to
upon visiting Winthrop.
be great. It's a good move and
When I asked Jerome if he „ 0 1 1. •
„ ,
.
this
is aa good
cooH place
nla™ for
f«r it.
it It's
this is
would attend Winthrop again if "J " ®" . >s an all star game he starting forward on the team factors were the main reasons going to do a lot cf things for
h
f r e s h m a n vear a t a d
he had it all to do over, he said: £
*
- ,
" **; from Columbia. S.C. Allen he chose Winthrop. Allen went Winthrop It'll putWWinthrou
mlhro
"That's hard to say. If I could go ^ 1 * ' ' <
T t h e t r a " s f e r r e d from the University through a small slump right ttemap
P
P ay U S g 0 t
back to my high school days
'"i T° ]
'i
-°
^ C a r o l i n a to Winthrop around Christmas break.
e
Iordan a d
knowing what I know now, I
JM,
'
" was in after his freshman year. He However, he said he made some I asked Allen about his
s t w tl
becam
wouid change a lot of things
" * CT,
e more of an inside player New Year's resolutions and en- feelings about crowd turnouts at
T J K
Wi
about my game. I would learn to
X ?
?&" C?mi"g
"'l>rop. ded having a great second this yfar-fgames Vwas^ disap
Went to Carolina 1
run the offense and set up more v n
l
f
^
H
semester. Allen's best reboun- pointed with the crowd turnout
e
asked him
la ed
often. When I was in high school. w h£a t' .jfj®"., ^ " ^
P y mostly small forward and ding performance came in a 90- this year. The Rude Crew came
for my jumping ability and
he will miss tte most upon some outside, and then I came 53 wjn over Piedmont College, out and had ®a rufrin ^ith^Mr
height, I was labeled a small £ Ua h '™ r . T ..w'" , r o p i n h f r e . a n d immediately started He pulled down 23 boards in the Vacendak. Then they said thev
S
Ma,nIy
real
forward. If I went back to high
j2
inside and Eagles'victory.
were coming back and hev
school and came out I would try g l " ' f " e n d ' bue\n« r °°mmates rebounding a lot. I took on
never showed Fd li'kP t o f h S
n
ther role
A,len has a,so
When
to go to a bigger school, maybe." ™
°u".?» i ®
"
.
I asked Allen what his the little fans we had for
J

' °

tSBJKSS
unselfish with

66

b a nand they
??
the ball
thev
say that I overpass. They'd
You were wide open, why didn't

S,. 'g8s TT.e ^ ' i d?s todftrtTS
, Z°" ^°
T.,

'

""-

^ hirdlj. I look to score my
ve f ad
° T 3 " 1 m o r e - 1 exciting
. ?
I asked Allen if h k a v e r a S e - a b o u t l 6 points a game
Ce 10 d S o m e e x c , t i n g
"
°
achieved e v e r v t h L L J ^ a s ^ a v e i : a g e d ^
I usually get
ything he wanted that with offensive rebounds

d

the bigger schools." Allen will be
coming back to finish up next
dsemester and graduate with a
egree in communications.
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Student to study abroad
By TOM STEARNS
TJ staff writer

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Servicc, U.S.D.A. ( 3

requires completion of two years
of high school French or two
semesters of college French, and
recommendation of a French
teacher. Cost for the program js
$2,660 which includes air fare,
ground transportation, room and
board, and tuition.

The Winthrop College International Center and foreign
language departments are offering two overseas study
programs this summer.
Winthrop College Studies
Abroad 1986 is offering two
The Spain trip includes tours
trips: one to France from June of Madrid, Granada, Seville and
22 until August 5, and one to Cordoba. It features visits to the
Spain from June 9 until July 21. Prado Museum, the walled city
of Avila, and Toledo. It also ofGlenn Thomas, director of the fers a five-week study program
International Center, said, "This at the Universidad de St. Louis
is the second year we've atten- en Madrid.
ded the program. We offered the
Eligibility for the Spain trip
French trip last summer, and requires completion of two years
this year is the first time we've high school Spanish or one year
offered the Spanish trip."
college Spanish, and the recom"We had excellent reactions mendation of a Spanish teacher,
from those who participated last The $2,550 fee includes air fare,
year,' Thomas continued. "They room and board, transportation,
gave a very enthusiastic and tuition.
assessment of the program, and
were very enthusiastic about
Thomas said that, while apthe program s future.
plication deadline was originally
.
scheduled for early March, the
The trip to Franee includes deadline is being postponed intours of Paris, Aix-en-Provence, definitely, so that more students
Burgundy, and Loire Valley. It can take advantage of the
features visits to the Louvre, program. Students interested
the French Riviera, and the may contact the International
vineyards and wineries of la Center.
Bourganei. It also offers a study
Thomas also revealed that,
program at the University of while plans have not been
Provence, with a possibility of finalized, negotiations are
six hours credit.
presently underway to offer an
Participation on the program African Study program in 1987.

52$uj/oc>tal
A UNISEX STYLING SALON

Special Student Discounts
With College I.D.

329-2918
/IJM
u-d
Diane Sanders, a Winthrop. ssophomore from
im Greenville.
Greenville, was
named Miss Black and Gold March 22. She was awarded a
$200 scholarship from Winthrop's Xi Phi Chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity. Miss Sanders is eligible to compete on
the state level of the national competition sponsored by the
fraternity. (Winthrop College photo by Joel Nichols)

Inside
Beaty Mall
Call Belinda Hartis
or Linda Troublefield
for Appointment

$40
OFF

A facility
for faculty
and fellows

I

lOl/

SEE YOUR JOSTENS REPRESENTATIVE

1

Apr'as&s

DATE

AM
S
AVERN

1027 Oakland A'

Rock Hill

Dinkins Student Center
PLACE
Jostens collegeringsoffered aaily at your bookstore.

10 AM to4 PM
$20.00
DEPOSIT REQUIRED
VISA' I

i r-v

\
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Before you make
long distance commitment,
mate sure you know
what you're getting into.

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had known
what being stuck in the same boat would mean, chances
are neither would have set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the services
you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous thoughts.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing. You'll
get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate long
distance connections—even at the busiest hours. And
longdistance operators to assist you with immediate

credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.
And you'll get discounts off our Day Rate on your
state-to-state calls. With savings of over 50% during
weekends until 5pm Sundays, or nights from 11pm to
Ham, Sunday through Friday. And 40% discounts evenings between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday through Friday.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded. Just call
1 8 0 0 2 2 2 - 0 3 0 0 for more information or to
choose AT&T. Reach out and touch someone.'

ATsT

<• ATST I9B6

The right choice.
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Black population may drop
A T L A N T A , GA. (CPS)-T h e r e will be f e w e r black
students in college in 1990 than
today if present trends continue,
s a y s a new s t u d y by t h e
Southern Regional Education
Board (SREB).
Since 1976, while a greater
p e r c e n t a g e of college-aged
students have been registering
for classes, black students' rate
of increase for college attendance has trailed the total
enrollment growth by a larger
and larger margin.
And since 1982, growth "has
been at a standstill," says
Joseph Marks, author of the
SREB sjAidy, "The Enrollment
of Black Students in Higher
Education: Can Declines Be
Prevented?"
Marks found that while more
black students are going to college each year, their enrollment
growth rate actually declined by
over e i g h t p e r c e n t from
1976-1982.
At the same time, while

students college-going rates increased, even though whites'
high school enr ollment and
graduation r a t e s suffered a
greater decline than blacks'.
Moreover, the number of
black students completing college increased only nine percent
from 1975 to 1982.
But from t h e mid-1960s
through 1970, black students'
graduation rates grew a whopping 60 percent, thanks to "successful integration" and "people
realizing the door to education
was open."
Marks blames black students'
inability to obtain financial aid
and better job prospects for
making "the college-going rate
plummet."
Financial aid also played a major role in black s t u d e n t s '
dropout rates, the SREB found.
It also said a scarcity of minority professors and administrators
made black students feel more
isolated and less comfortable
staying in school.

OfdfL
t
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS'
Our 1986 color catalog features many of the most innovative new products in bicycling.
Together with dozens of tips to
increase your riding enjoyment.
To get your freej
catalog, call tollfree anytime
1-800HOTGEAR.
The adi vintage is obvious*

Winthrop Welcomes the World
Model
United Nations X

The best custom-made
pizza is hot, has real
dairy cheese, an assortment of cprefully selected
toppings on a perfect
golden crust., and is
delivered to you in 30
minutes or less. Call us.
Domino'* Pizza Deliver**

Call Us!
Location serving you:

All Pizzas Include Our
Special Blend of Sauce
and 100% Real Cheese.
Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12" Cheese $5.49
16" Cheese $7 49

Coke' in 12oz. cans 50C
Prices do not include tax.
Drivers carry less
than $15.00.
Limited delivery area.

We accept checks
©1985 DominOs Pizza, Inc

324-7666
760 CHERRY ROAD

Open for Luncn
11 am - 1 am Sun.-Thurs
11 am - 2am Fri.-Sat

April 9-12,1986
For the 10th consecutive year Winthrop College will host a Model
United Nations Conference.
This year over 60 high schools will be sending delegations to act as
diplomats for 4 days this week. Join us in welcoming them to our
campus.
Stop by at any of the debate sessions:
Wed, April 9th 8-10:30p.m. Tillman
Thurs.
9-11:30 a.m.
1-4:30p.m. Tillman, McBryde & Dinkins
Jl S h B l i i
FrL
9-11:30 p.m. Tillman, McBryde & Dinkins
3-5:00p.m. Tillman
Sat
9:00-12:45 Tillman

Get involved in M.U.N. X

Congratulations on a great 10 years
The 1986 M.U.N. Secretariat
Any students interested in being a page for the conference, please stop by the U.N. Office (in the International
Center) for more information.

30 Minute
Guarantee

If your pizza does not
arrive within 30 minutes,
present this coupon to
the driver for your pizza
free.
One coupon per pizza.
Please meet us in the lobby

Mflfs&te™n.

S

1 OFF
'1.00 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 3-8-86
Fast, Free DeliveryTM
The location serving
you:
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'ormer Employee of the Month
her life in Rock Hill. Some of her
fondest memories of Winthrop
stem from visiting the dorms as
a child and illegally sliding down
the spiral fire escapes for hours
at a time.
Born E t h e l
Marguerite
Amick, she g r a d u a t e d from
Rock Hill High and afterward
a t t e n d e d K i n g ' s Business
College in C h a r l o t t e . A f t e r
receiving her degree, she returned to Rock Hill to marry her
childhood s w e e t h e a r t , Leon
Craven.
She began her career at Winj t h r o p in May 1946 as a
stenographer with the South
I Carolina Extension Service. She
I later left Winthrop to serve as
secretary to the Plant Engineer
I at Rock Hill P r i n t i n g and
I Finishing. A f t e r serving 16
j years there, she returned to
I Winthrop in October 1970 to
serve as secretary for the School
of Economics.
In 1978, Craven moved to her
Ethel Craven
position as staff assistant under
By A. GISELE CHICK
many years at Winthrop, she Dean Cummings. She is now
| j staff writer
has
shown
o u t s t a n d i n g ^taff assistant for Dean Jeff
dedication in her service to the Mann.
Ethel Craven, assistant to the staff and students of Winthrop.
Craven
has
received
lean of students, plans to retire
Craven
was
born
in numerous awards during her
Vom her position in June. In her Charleston but has spent most of tenure at Winthrop. The John-

losen popular attraction at ATS

Carl Rosen
By MARK WOOD
TJ news editor
The lights are dimmed and an
wsortment of colors focus on the
'tightly raised stage. A darktored man sits down at an elec|»UM adorned with a stuffed

Garfield, Tweety and Sylvester,
and an Opus the penguin. Carl
Rosen is about to perform.
Rosen, a musician based in
Charlotte, is one of the most
popular performers at Winthrop
College. His renditions of hit
Billy Joel tunes and catchy

original songs are a delight to
many.
Ann Howell, assistant director of Dinkins Student Union,
said that Rosen was the most
popular artist ever to perform
at ATS.
"The reason we're having him
back again is because he draws
the largest crowd in ATS,"
Howell said. "Out of all the
people we could think of, Carl
has the most fans."
Rosen frequents many college
campuses in the Carolinas and is
making his second appearance at
Winthrop this semester and his
third appearance at ATS for the
year.
In addition to playing the
college circuit, Rosen also makes
the rounds in local clubs in North
and
South
Carolina.
Dedicated fans like Chelle Sapp
often see Rosen whenever he's
in the area.
"It strikes me as strange that
he hasn't made it nationally yet,"
Sapp said. "One day he's gonna
go big-time," she said.
Rosen has also cut his own
records. His current album is
entitled The Tower and another
one will soon follow. Rosen is
also popular for covering hits by
Billy Joel, Simon and Garfunkel,
the Beatles, Elton John, and
Sting.
Roatn will be performing in
AT8 April 7-8 a t ? (MB.

sonian ran a feature story on her
"When I think about retiring,
in December 1980. The 1980-81 I get a sick feeling but I will be
volume of the Taller gave her a happy to spend more time with
recognition page. In June 1981, my cioset full of projects,"
she was awarded the "Winthrop Craven added.
Student Life Commendation for
Craven says that she has a
Service". She received the SGA closet of 101 projects that she
Service Award for 1981-82 and has started but not finished. She
the Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Out- would like to return to them and
standing Service Award for to do more things with her
1983. In April 1981, she was in- husband and in her yard.
ducted into the Winthrop Chap"My husband is partially
ter of Omicron Delta Kappa and retired and has taken care of the
was presented a 20-year service yard and I took care of the
pin by President Phil Lader. In house. Now I want to be able to
October 1984, she received the do both," Craven said.
Employee of the Month Award.
"After I received the EmCraven has given Winthrop
ployee of the Month Award, years of dedicated service. She
Steve Vacendak came into the said that she'll miss it greatly.
office and placed a strip of paper
"Winthrop has been a major
over the word month and wrote part of my life for so many years.
'year'," Craven said.
I know that I won't be able to
The 1984-85 volume of the just 'quit'. I hope to have a partToiler was also dedicated to her. time position at Winthrop and
In discussing her retirement, just be partially retired," she
Craven had mixed emotions.
added.

Cultural Events
Spring Semester 1986
These events will satisfy the Cultural Event Requirement. (See Page
82 in the 1984 Catalog and Page 88 in the 1985 Catalog.)
Date Category*
Nime Qt Event
Location
April
5
FAS
Salt Lake City Symphonic Byrnes Aud.
Choir
Winthrop Percussion En. Rrcital Hall
semble
Winthrop Symphonic
Byrnes
Band
Sophie's Choice • Movie Baruch Rm./
Joynes
"Twosome"
Johnson Hall
Winthrop Dance Theatre Peabody
Faculty fc Student Works
10 FS
Sophie's Choice • Movie Baruch Rm.
Joynes
10 WT
'Twosome"
Johnson Hall
10 ES
Winthrop Jazz Ensemble Recital Hall
11 WT
"Twosome"
Johnson Hall
11 SS
Speaker: Bernie Dunlap Recital Hall
"Merlys Choice, The Book
and the Movie"
12 WT
"Twosome"
Johnson Hall
13 ES
Winthrop Glee Clubs
Recital Hall
15 FR
Eugene Bar ban, Piano
Recital HaD
19 FAS
Winthrop School of
Byrnes Aud.
Music Celebration
22 ES
Winthrop Opera
Recital Hall
Workshop
DT
ES
FAS
FS

Dance Theatre
Ensemble Series
Fine Arts Series
Film Series

•uuHty
% MOT h i
ItftMTte

8PM
8PM
8PM
2 6 7:30
PM
8PM
7:30 PM
7:45 PM
8PM
8PM
8 PM
8:15 PM
8 PM
4PM
8PM
8PM
8 PM

FR Faculty Recital
SS Special Speaker
WT Winthrop Theatre

^WELLNESS W
1 The Wtlloeu Conraillm pr*MnU:
( m caasulUtioa oa
-•utritiM
-pfcTikmlGUMM

Time

•
E S D A

y

Paabody

ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF
ARE WELCOME
APRIL*
IIAJL-2 PJL
PEABODY GYMNASIUM
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A typewritten resume is great if you're applying for a clerk/

UQUDP

OPBJATlACHI
•AlLCAU 0E12 75i(. •U'QHRE0rtlCfl.5O
' -KF TEA $J>00 -flU-IINTipCtl-SD
w

A10W6 (t*TH MfeWTlV SPKiALQ!
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Feminist theses
hurt job prospects
dine to teminists; Hitt he mes

JKsjYob aThe?i sr

' r br

resumes evince strong feminist
Hitt and Zikmund sent the were i d e n t i S ^ ^ I S a £
feelings or refer to school resumes of two women to some plicantsinitials.
ployer may see L meaning t J y ^ o T e e T c o m p a n i e s respond t h e ^ S t T h l ^ " r t t e «
they

suggests.
Employers surveyed by
w J a e I 7 ' ? ° f TAX:f i u 3 n d
W.l.am Zikmund of Oklahoma

Flowers Are A Precious Gift
That Say You Care.

r

We Can Create A Special
Corsage or Boutonniere For
Any Occasion.

researchers sent resumes that "It seems companies were apidentified the applicants only by prehensive onlv if thev fplt a
t leir initials
!
- resumes that iden- woman
was
doing
a
t.f.ed them by full name, discrimination study," Hitt says.

r r e s " m e s t h a t said the applicant

James Parrish's Flowerland
AcrossfromRichardson Hall
221 Cherry Rd.
328-6205

As a result, Hitt advises

tant to hire female students who had written a thesis on job women who wish to mention on
had done studies of job discrimination, and resumes that their resumes activities that
discrimination.
dio not mention the thesis.
might be consideredly vaguely
R,.t
„ <•
r * f" v a r i a bly. the firms replied "feminist" to identify themBut corporate preferences for to the resumes identified only by selves by only their initials.
•mS£Sr
2 K * m f j n e i r a l s e e m '"i^ials .with a salutation of But companies responded to
nthiJ'SS !
, tr . , Mister, Hitt recalls.
women who did not evince any
Other job placement officials, The resumes that mentioned feminist philosophies on their
however, question Hitt and the discrimination thesis and resumes at the same rate they
Zikmund s study, and note had the women's full names did to men.
political references on a received the most responses, but In previous studies by Hitt
resume are always a risk.
the majority of them were and other researchers, comu• • - an V J10-1 s u r ®
"egative.
panies tended to respond to
(discrimination) is specific to
Companies, Hitt concludes male applicants more frequently
women s groups, says Joe San- from the response, are leery of and more positively than they
tos, a placement officer at Miami hiring someone who might did to female applicants.
P ,
.
question how they operate.
While agreeing that how one
employers in general seem to
Santos thinks they're just presents oneself on a resume inrespond less positively "to social leery of hiring anyone whose fluences
how
companies
stands of any kind" on resumes, politics may offend someone in respond, Marjorie McBride of
he observes.
the firm.
Oregon State's placement office
nitt ana Zikmund s study
"Whenever you mention in- is skeptical about Hitt and Ziksuggests companies appear volvement with a political stand, mund's conclusions.
anxious to respond to feminist there is always the chance the
"I would question the validity
applicants with appropriate person reading the resume may of the study," she says. "It
ca
not w
^''
'th jobs.
have a bias the other way," San- seems a bit skewed" because
The study shows companies tos says.
each company got the chance to
tend to respond to feminist ap- But Hitt and Zikmund were respond to only one type of
P^cations^tojTiake sure they are most intrigued by firms' replies resume, not all four.

OFFICIAL WINTHROP COLLEGE
EXAM SCHEDULE SPRING SEMESTER 1986

Qypsy( pmiioeRs
72GA*CfedaiF St.
Rock Hill,S.C. 29730
327-G951
327-G951

WCRO

fc'iums are scheduled Thursday, April 24 — Wednesday, April SO according to the first day of the week the class meets. For example, a 9.00
a.m. MWF class first meets on Monday; therefore, the exam time can be found by looking in the "Monday" column below. Examinations
lor 9-.00 a.m. Monday classes are gi«*n at 8:00 a.m. on Thursday.
P I AGC

BEGINNING TIME
MONDAY
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
5:30 PM
4:15 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
5:45 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
TUESDAY
8:00
8:25
9:00
9:30
11:00
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
6:30 PM
8:00 PM

EXAM ASSIGNMENT
8:00 T
8:00 R
11:30 T
8:00 M
8:00 S
11:30 W
3:00 W
3:00 M
3:00 M
3:00 M
3:00 S
6:30 M
6:30 M
6:30 M
6:30 M
6:30 M
6:30 W
8:00
11:30
11:30
11:30
11:30
3:00
11:30
3:00
3:00
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:30

F
R
R
F
S
S
M
T
F
R
R
T
R

CLASS
BEGINNING TIME
WEDNESDAY
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:30 PM
THURSDAY
9:00
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:30 PM
FRIDAY
11:00

WRI 101 & 102
MASS EXAM

EXAM ASSIGNMENT
8:00
11:30
8:00
8:00
6:30
8:00
3:00
3:00
6:30
6:30

R
T
M
S
M
W
F
F
W
W

11:30
11:30
11:30
3:00
6:30
6:30

R
W
M
T
R
R

8:00 M

3:00 R

640 On Y o u r
AM Dial
*Live Broadcasts From 6-10:3§
Mon-Thurs
"FREE Giveaways From:Domino's,
D'Lites, Big Daddy's
*Request & Dedication Line: 2139
*Special Giveaways From Rock
Hill Fitness & Athletic Club.

We're Here For You!

Thii is the official examination schedule for spring semester. Examinations may not exceed 212 hours in length. Legitimate conflicts are defined
as follows: more than one scheduled tvxam per period; more than tuo scheduled exams per day: and more than three scheduled exams in any
four consecutive periods. A student with a legitimate conflict will receive written notification from the Registrar's Office. The instructor imoUed
also ui II be sent notification of the conflict. Students are responsible for re soiling conflicts directly with the instnictor by April 4. Personal
tnn/Jicii inch as traiel plans and work schedules do not warrant a change in i'.«iminu(ion rinu-j.
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PICTURE YOURSELF INA LANDING

A New Concept In Of-Campus Student Housing
HA VE YOU CONSIDERED THE COST
PER MONTH TO LIVE IN THE DORM?
COMPARE PRICES- COMPARE LIFESTYLES

We offer filly finished aid accessorized 2 befroom
2 balk Hits for oil) $163.06 AVeM
/. OT
\, HS
/TUDfN
iT
free StoUe

to

h,

Has available

NOWLEASING FOR SUMMER AND FAIT.
Haiy! Limited Space Available

MODEL NOW OPEN- CALL 328-0111 FOR A TOUR
Office 328-0111
287 Mi deny Road
AcrossfromKate Wofford Dorm

More college males
using smokeless tobacco
(CPS)- Even as the surgeon many schools-- Stanford,
general, the American Cancer Maryland, Miami and Pacific
Society and the New England Lutheran, among others- have
Intercollegiate Baseball Associa- restricted or simply banned
tion last week joined in coin- smoking in classrooms and other
cidental unison to call for bans campus haunts.
on all advertising for chewing
Few, however, have bothered
tobacco, an Eastern Carolina to ban smokeless tobacco use.
University professor released a Last week, the New England
study showing that more than Intercollegiate Baseball Associaone out of five male collegians tion came close, asking its
dip or chew tobacco.
member schools to ban all tobacStill other preliminary data co substances during games and
released at the same time in- practices.
dicate that quitting a smokeless At the same time, the
tobacco habit may be far more American Cancer Society,
difficult than giving up smoking. meeting in Daytoha Beach, enIn perhaps the most surpris- dorsed a resolution to ban all
ing news in a week of surprising cigarette and smokeless tobacco
smokeless tobacco news, ads, especially those directed to
Eastern Carolina Prof. Elbert young people.
Glover announced that 22 per- The group wants to extend a
cent of the nation's male college new ban on smokeless tobacco
students either dip or chew advertising on electronic media
tobacco.
to print media, too.
Clover and three associates
asked 5,500 students nationwide In a speech to the same group,
Surgeon General C. Everett
about their tobacco habits, also Koop released c report finding
finding that two percent of the
that long-time smokeless tobacfemales surveyed said they us- co users are 50 times more likeed smokeless tobacco.
ly to get cheek or gum cancer
In recent years, of course, than nonusers.

Record Cellar
A Complete Selection Of:
Albums
12 Inch Singles
Cassettes
Beach Music
Sheet Music
Music Videos
Compact Discs
Accessories
TDK & Maxell Blank Tapes
10-9 M-Sat.
1:36-6 Sun

^22

$1°° OFF

Champus News Notes
Bell blasts his former domain
Ir

About 20C top federal employees
have fake degrees, the FBI says

rticle i n t h e P h i

\?o o
Kappan, former U.S. Sec. of Education Terrel Bell says his
tenure was marred by constant battle with an
ideological "lunatic fringe" within the
Education Department over funding and other
policies.
„ Many of the ideologues had a
revolutionary and shockingly radical agenda, which included dismantling the department itself, he wrote.
Much of the agenda was in a 1980 Heritage
Foundation tract called "Mandate for Leadership, and a number of experts on the Reagan
transition team were Heritage Foundation
grads.
Foundation VP Burton Yale Pines called the
cell article "a rather pathetic exercise."
ioM S D a n t ' i n g t h e d e P a r t m ent, in fact, was a
1980 Reagan campaign pledge, one that Bell
endorsed at a press conference following his
appointment as secretary.

Among those with phony academic or
medical degrees are a former White House
staffer and an aide to the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
the FBI reported.
The agency did not release the names of the
pretenders.
US Supreme Court drops letter of
recommendation case
And
rr In »t 1 '! Sui V
r e w Burt claimed former
U. Nebraska Prof. Dr. John Connolly's
negative reference letter kept him from 5getting a job.
At issue was if Connolly would have to
travel out of state to defend himself, a
precedent that, some experts feared, would
inhibit professors everywhere from writing
honest evaluations of former students

Two poBitmns available for graduate students or part-time employees with
Psjchology, Counseling or Social Sciences background to work as interviewers
on a National Institution of Mental Health study of sexual assault victims and
their partners. This part-time work will involve telephone contacts, face-toface interviewing, and micro-computer administration of questionnaires Data
coUection will be conducted in Charlotte throughout the next
Even
ng and Saturday work will frequently be required. Pay may be based on perlnterview basis. Please send resume to Dr. Jane Rankin, Winthrop College
Counseling Center, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, SC 29733.

Looking For That
SPECIAL DRESS
For Your Formal?
Bring This Coupon In And Receive
10% OFF
Any Formal Dress Purchase
Or Tuxedo Rentals
We Also Carry:
•Bridal Attire
•Cosmetics

On ANY s869 or higher
ALBUM, CASSETTE or
COMPACT DISC

Present coupon with ID-Offer expires Apr. 16
Limit 2
t

We Record Cellar
ROCK HILL MALL
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»Jewelry
•Much More
"Personal Service Is Our Specialty!"
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Offer Expires 4/30/86. Valid Only With This Coupon.

Located In
N o r t h Corner
2443-C Cherry Road
(Right Behind Ribgy's)
366-5722
Open: 10 AM-6 PM Mon.-Sat.
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Budweiser.
K I N G OF B E E R S .

Dinkins Student Union

"This One's For You"
S p r i n g F l i n g *86

April12,1986

2:00p.m. to 6:00p.m.

COST: $2.00 WCID & Driver's License
$4.00 Guest (One Guest Per WCID)
PLACE: Winthrop College Lake
Parking At The Coliseum
Free Shuttle Bus From 2:00 to 6:00 Leaving From
Dinkins Every Thirty Minutes
ENTERTAINMENT: "Inn-O-Vation", Ping Pong
Ball Drop, Frisbee Tournament
No Alcoholic Beverages, Coolers, Glass Containers, Or Pets Allowed.
I
Budweiser Draught Will Be Available At 50* a Cup
Free Door Prizes While They Last

